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Chairman’s Column
At the time of writing, the news continues to be dominated by the Covid-19
pandemic. Its full effects are yet to be assessed, but it is clear that it will
take a terrible toll of the maritime and maritime heritage sectors, as of
so many others. We have already witnessed the astonishing spectacle of
redundant cruise liners dominating the horizon along many parts of the
south and east coasts of Britain, with others going to breakers’ yards long
before their time. Around the world many national museums are in grave
financial difficulties and are looking to make sweeping redundancies;
many local museums, already operating on a shoestring, may not survive;
many important projects may be simply abandoned. It is an alarming
picture, and the chief priority of the officers and Council members of
SNR, including myself, is to ensure that we weather this storm with the
minimum of disruption to our work.
In this respect we are fortunate in that we have no salaried staff and
no substantial fixed assets such as buildings. In respect of the former, the
society has always relied, and continues to rely, on the commitment of
volunteers, and there is an important announcement about this elsewhere
in this issue of Topmasts. As for buildings, there was some discussion after
the First World War about the possibility of acquiring a headquarters
in central London, as The Mirror of the Seas notes. One suspects that
even if there had been a different outcome to those conversations, such
an asset would have been sold long ago; nonetheless, it is an intriguing
road not taken in the Society’s history. Barry Unsworth’s somewhat
strange novel, Losing Nelson, includes the delightful conceit of the Navy
Records Society possessing its own bar (in Soho, if I recall correctly!),
with bibulous naval historians perched on bar stools arguing about the
crossing of the line at Trafalgar or the attack on Pearl Harbor. As it is,
our forefathers in their wisdom decided that it was preferable to rely on
the hospitality of other institutions, and from a personal point of view,
I am very grateful to them for enabling me over the years to step inside
private areas of such great London landmarks as the National Maritime
Museum, the National Liberal Club, the Society of Antiquaries, Lloyds
Registry and HQS Wellington for SNR meetings. Zoom meetings do not
quite match up, although they do have their merits too. Thanks to them,
I have been able to glimpse the bookshelves of some of the most eminent
maritime historians in the world, as well as discovering that others have
previously unsuspected interests in this area; for example, I was intrigued
to see on TV that Steve Coogan, the comedian and actor, has on his shelves
both Andrew Lambert’s book on Sir John Franklin and Clare Tomalin’s
biography of Samuel Pepys.
As well as forcing all our meetings to move online for the foreseeable
future, the current situation has also stymied a number of initiatives that
we intended to launch in order to improve what marketing parlance would
term our ‘offer’ to the membership. However, I am delighted to be able to
announce that one highly significant new initiative by the society should
be up and running by the time this issue of Topmasts is published. This
is The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast, an exciting development which gives us
a strong presence in a rapidly growing field. As the name suggests, this
gives us a head start over many other new podcasts in that we have an
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immediately recognizable and highly respected ‘brand name’, building on
the distinguished history and global reputation of the Society’s journal.
In the months and, we hope, years to come, the podcast will feature
interviews with both established and new maritime researchers, will
report on interesting places and events, and will cover such important
anniversaries as the forthcoming centenaries of the saving of HMS Victory,
thanks largely to the work of our Society. As far as we are aware, this is
the first podcast in the world to cover all periods and themes of maritime
history, so it fills a large gap in the market as well as being an important
vehicle for raising awareness of the society and its role. I shall conclude
by paying tribute to the instigator of the podcast, Sam Willis, our online
editor and social media ‘guru’ who, as well as being a well-known presence
on TV screens, is a hugely experienced podcaster. Sam’s dynamic approach
has seen the podcast approved by Council and launched within a very
short time scale, and I am very grateful for his efforts. Please subscribe to
The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast, and just as importantly, please tell all your
friends and family to do so too! The podcast is available via all podcast
apps on smartphones as well as Spotify and iTunes, and online. By the time
that this issue of Topmasts is published, we hope that links will also have
been emailed to members so no one will miss out!
J. D. Davies
Chairman, SNR

Editor’s Notes
Although we are still in the grip of the nasty virus, things have moved ahead
considerably since the last edition of Topmasts in August. While there are
clearly local differences, most maritime museums and attractions are open,
often by online booking only. However, since the beginning of this year
the online offers have developed significantly. Many museums now have a
range of online offerings – blogs, podcasts, films and exhibitions, giving us
an opportunity to ‘visit’ places that would otherwise be out of reach. And
our Chairman has written about the Society’s own exciting development,The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast, details of which are given in the SNR
News section in this edition, and on our website. The first podcast, an
introduction to the series with David Davies interviewed by Sam Willis, is
already available, and there are many excellent speakers to come.
In this edition of Topmasts there is a good variety of topics, from Europe’s
first commercial steamship, PS Comet to a model of HMS Defence (1907)
and a glimpse of the life of K2, one of the chronometers that followed
Harrison’s timepiece, to a routine voyage of an east coast collier in 1871
and a note on underwater archaeology. Exeter University and King’s
College have restarted their excellent lecture programmes, which are now
available online – a great bonus for those who live far from these venues.
I hope that you enjoy this edition, and please do consider contributing
to future editions. Every reader must have at least one article or news item
waiting to be submitted!
Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts
Nigel.Blanchford@snr.org.uk
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The Life and Wreck of the Paddle Steamer
‘Comet’
Europe’s first commercial steamship, the PS Comet, was the creation of
Henry Bell, a colourful entrepreneur and visionary from Helensburgh. It
was the culmination of decades of experimentation by others to harness
steam for marine propulsion, but it was Bell who made it a practical reality.
Bell had long been interested in the propulsion of ships by steam and
about 1810 began his own practical experiments, financed by mortgaging
his hotel for £2,000, soon spent.
He commissioned John Wood, shipbuilder in Port Glasgow, to build a
hull of 43 feet in length and of less than 12 feet beam, completed in January
1812. But Bell was an incompetent man of business, often in debt, and was
unable to pay Wood, so Comet remained on the slip. Bell eventually found
a cheap engine, ‘built on chance of sale’ by John Robertson, a Glasgow
engineer. Designed for workshop use it was only 3 NHP, although soon
after Comet’s launch the power was increased to 4 NHP, giving a speed of
about 5 knots.
The boiler and 25-foot-tall funnel, which doubled as a mast for the sail,
were made by David Napier in Glasgow, who was never fully paid. Napier
recalled
that we had considerable difficulty with the boiler; [but we] . . .
ultimately succeeded, with the aid of a liberal supply of horse dung,
in getting the boiler filled.
Named after the great comet of that year, the vessel was launched on 24
July 1812 ‘with all her machinery in and the steam up.’ After some trials,
on 6 August Comet steamed up the Clyde from Port Glasgow on its first

Figure 1 ‘Comet’ as built with two paddle wheels per side. They proved inefficient
and the aft pair was removed within a few weeks of launching. The trunked funnel was
needed to collect the gasses from the internal flues within the brickwork of the ‘Waggon’
boiler.
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Figure 2

Reconstruction of the 1819 ‘Comet’ by David Graham, Craignish Design

commercial run. The Glasgow Herald of 10 August reported that
a Beautiful and commodious boat has just been finished, constructed
to go by wind-power and steam, constructed for ferrying passengers
on the Clyde between Glasgow, Port Glasgow, Greenock and
Gourock.
Despite technical shortcomings with the machinery, Bell had
demonstrated the feasibility of paddle steam propulsion.
Not everyone was enamoured of this new technology. When the Comet
passed, Dougal Jamson, the skipper of a Clyde sailing sloop, would
assemble his crew on deck – one man and a boy – and tell them
Kneel down and thank God that ye sail wi’ the Almichty’s ain win’,
an’ no’ wi’ the deevil’s sunfire an’ brimstane, like that sputtering
thing there.
However,
typical of many pioneers, Bell was an incompetent man of business
and lacked both the capital and credit to exploit his innovation.
Bell had shown the way in 1812, but by 1819 there were 25 steamships on
the Clyde. Small and underpowered, Comet could not compete with the
larger, more powerful vessels which rapidly followed. Bell tried the East
coast but met with the same results, so he sought to open up a new route
with no competition. Enthusiastically he envisaged a new Hebridean
service, initially from Glasgow to Fort William and later to the Outer
Hebrides. But for these more open waters he would need a larger, more
powerful vessel.
From late 1818 until mid-August 1819 Comet was on the beach at
Helensburgh, where she was lengthened by over 30 feet, rebuilt to new
dimensions and fitted with an engine of 14 NHP, ‘made by Thomas
Hardie, in Anderson Foundry, Cartsdyke’. As Bell wrote, with his usual
idiosyncratic spelling,
5
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I am to give her a new engine and boylars.
Effectively, Comet was a new ship, with a probable speed of 6.5 knots, but
William Thomson, Crinan Canal Engineer, was rather dismissive.
Mr Bell made his appearance with his Comet under the best repair
she was capable of, and with such improvements as the engine and
machinery would admit of . . .
This larger and more powerful Comet commenced her new Glasgow
to Fort William service on 6 September 1819, but on 15 December was
suspended for the winter,
bein the last trip for this sasson as their was not passangers going
to pay her expenses – and as this is a sasson that in general is very
stormy weather.
No doubt the rebuild had drained Bell’s account, for he sold off shares in
the vessel at a nominal value of £50 each; by November 1820 he had sold
his last remaining shares, and the Comet Steam Ship Company appointed
Bell as superintendent, or manager.
Comet commenced the 1820 season on 31 March with a crew of seven
under Captain Robert Bain, including one Donald McDougall, piper, on
‘six shillings a week and his meat’. Robertson, the steward, had previously
been a carpenter during the rebuild, and on being reproached by a fastidious
passenger on the dirtiness of the towel given him, remarked in tones of
indignant surprise,
Dirty, sir, dirty! Od man, that’s queer – mair nor a hunder shentlemen
hae dried themselves wit the same towel, and ye’re the first that has
complained yet.
On the new Glasgow to Fort William route Comet made a handsome
profit, for there was no competition; a dividend of 37 per cent was declared
in November, but whether it was paid is unclear: ‘Bell’s finance required
quite as much engineering as his steamboat.’
All too soon the summer season was over, with winter sailings reduced
to alternate Mondays, but in December a series of disasters struck. On
4 December 1820 Comet sailed from Glasgow on her normal winter
fortnightly run to Fort William. Leaving Oban about noon on Wednesday
6th, she aimed to be in Fort William by nightfall. However, she
was drifted on the shoals near Ardgour, where she lay during the
night, making so much water that it was necessary keep the pump
constantly going. As soon the day dawned every effort was made to
land the passengers, which was happily accomplished.
Mrs Buchanan, Captain Bain’s sister, recounted that
They reached Fort-William in safety [and] Captain Bain advised
Bell to lay her up at Corpach for the winter, and get her thoroughly
repaired, but Bell resolved to return with her to the Clyde, and being
very pertinacious he stuck to his resolution come what might. So the
leak was patched up . . .
Off Fort William, Comet’s trials were not over, for in the early hours of
6
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Figure 3 Rudha na Traigh, the red dot on the chart (1856 Admiralty Chart, courtesy
UKHO)

Friday the 8th she was
driven from her anchorage, in a violent gale of wind, to a bank some
distance, where she received some damage in her bottom.
It is probable that Comet went ashore just west of the Caledonian Canal
entrance, on the salt-water mudflats below Corpach church. The 1820
Comet account book survives and shows that Captain Bain and his crew
made strenuous efforts to assemble the men and materials necessary for a
salvage attempt. From the large number of men employed and the entry of
‘Docking &’, I suspect they were digging a channel to refloat her, probably
achieved on the 13th or 14th.
Comet sailed for Oban on Thursday 14th after nearly a week aground;
she was clearly not seaworthy, for in Oban four men were employed
pumping overnight and next morning a pump-maker had to employed for
repairs. Comet sailed from Oban on Friday the 15th in a strong easterly
wind, catching the ebb tide south.
It was well into dusk when she entered the narrow passage of the Dorus
Mor at 1630, 3 miles short of Crinan and safety. There she met the full
south-east wind, gusting to gale.
As they approached Craignish Point, a blinding snowstorm with
accompanying mist came on in the midst of which the Comet went
ashore. There were no passengers, Bell himself being reckoned one
of themselves. He was lame, and great difficulty was experienced in
getting him safely ashore . . . Captain Bain lost all he had, except one
little box containing a change of clothes.
The Glasgow Herald of Friday 22 December 1820 reported the wrecking,
and that ‘On Saturday morning she was a complete wreck.’ Blinded by the
7
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snowstorm, Captain Bain turned too soon and hit the western extremity
of Craignish Point. Darkness fell, and with the bow firmly aground and
the stern unsupported by a falling tide.
The boat . . . parting in two, the after part floating towards the gulph
of Corryvreckain, and the bow resting where the accident occurred . . .
Comet’s hull had been weakened by her two groundings, and she split
into two at the point she had been lengthened. The forward section and
machinery remaining aground, boats were later hired to search for the aft
section, but no trace was found.
Rubha na Traighe was a mile to the nearest farm and several miles to the
hamlet of Ardfern. At such an isolated spot it took time to hire boats and
local men, but for silver and generous amounts of whisky they were found.
Comet was wrecked on the 15th, a Friday; by Tuesday a salvage team was
assembled, and the account book records the work, including about 17
gallons of ‘Whisky from 15th to 25th December to people employed at
Craignish’, about 5 bottles per man. Given the men were working in a cold
Argyll winter, probably in water much of the time, and trying to salvage
an engine of about 3 tons, this does not seem that much to me.
But one account commented,
The West Highland boatmen, it would appear, had, like their boats, a
good carrying capacity . . . suggestive either of the magnitude of the
undertaking, of the severity of the weather, of the aforesaid carrying
capacity of the men employed, or of all three.
The local minster of Ardfern gave an eyewitness account of Bell’s
endeavours.
He spoke much of the salving of the machine left stuck on the Point
at Craignish, and I took boat and voyaged with him to look upon the
same, but the chance of salvation is small should one of our SouthWesterly gales spring up on a day of Spring tides.
Salvage attempts went on until the bow section slid into deeper water on
25 December and all further work was abandoned. A small amount of
machinery may have been saved, but the ship’s bell and compass are now
at the Riverside Museum, Glasgow.
One account recorded,
So perished the Comet, amidst copious libations of Highland
liquor, and doubtless many an objurgation in the Highland tongue.
So perished the Comet, and with it the hopes of Bell. He was just
beginning to reap the fruit of his experiment when it withered before
his eyes. So too perished the investments of its shareholders who
had never received a penny of dividend, and one of whom can recall
today, with a smile, the loss of his early savings on the first steamboat.
Henry Bell, ‘incompetent man of business’ derived scant benefit from
his ideas and died in 1831, having been ill and in reduced circumstances for
some years. But his Comet was the forerunner of a Clydeside shipbuilding
industry which once dominated the world.
For 200 years the wreck has lain in deep water, hidden by dense kelp
and scoured by strong currents, making diving hazardous. Over the
8
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last three years a small group of us in Argyll have conducted sonar and
magnetometer surveys, followed up by diving on likely contacts. Comet
was found, hundreds of metres from the recorded spot, late in 2020, the
bicentenary of her wrecking. The site is now a Protected Wreck.
Tony Dalton
SNR Member
For more about the final weeks of the Comet see Tony’s article, ‘The Final
Weeks of Service and Wreck of PS Comet, 1820’, The Mariner’s Mirror
106: 3, August 2020, 277–91.

HMS ‘Terrible’ 1895 and HMS ‘Defence’ 1907
Victorian and Edwardian armoured cruisers
In the early 1960s my parents
acquired a garden bench and table.
Attached to these nicely made
pieces of furniture, were bronze
labels bearing the words ‘From
the teak of HMS Terrible whose
guns relieved Ladysmith.’ At the
time, and to my shame I was not
Figure 1 Bronze label on the family’s
interested in naval history, and in
garden furniture (Author’s photograph)
the total bad taste of teenage years,
I simply dismissed them as the ‘Terrible twins’.
Sixty years later, I still know very little about the Second Boer War
and the relief of Ladysmith, or the career of HMS Terrible 1895, but have
discovered that Nigel Blanchford, our esteemed editor does, and so to fill
the gap, I am handing over the early part of this paper to the editor.

The Royal Navy Ashore

The history of the Royal Navy fighting ashore, either as a purely naval
force or in support of the army, is a long one. Some instances are well
known while others may be fading from memory. It is well known, for
example, that Nelson sustained both his injuries while fighting ashore,
he lost his right eye attacking French forts in Corsica and his right arm
while trying to capture a Spanish treasure ship at Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
Perhaps less well-known examples are Captain William Hoste who
captured Cattaro (now Kotor) and Dubrovnik from the French in 1813
by siting guns on a mountain peak. or the involvement of naval gunners
in the Indian Mutiny and a minor skirmish ashore in Japan following an
incident involving Britons.
One of the better-known instances is the use of naval guns in the
siege of Ladysmith in the Second Boer War. At the outbreak of war the
Boers significantly outranged the artillery of the British army, using
155-millimetre Creusots (known as ‘Long Toms’) that threw a 94-pound
shell 11,000 yards. This provided significant problems for the British.
Fortunately, in the autumn of 1899 HMS Terrible (Captain Percy Scott),
was en route to the Far East, and was sent via the Cape rather than the
Suez Canal. Scott was a zealous reformer of naval gunnery, not afraid of
9
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Figure 2 A 4.7-inch gun with a Long 12-pounder in the background at the battle of Colenso (Image in
the public domain)

vigorously promoting his new methods and inventions – a trait that was
not always well received at Admiralty. Scott was also an engineer with
considerable foresight and ingenuity.
On arrival at Simonstown on 14 October 1899 Scott, who was aware
that the army had no artillery to match the Boers, was surprised that no
provision had been made for naval artillery support ashore. Realizing that
the long 12-pounder guns of HMS Terrible would outrange any guns
that the Boers currently had in the field, he sketched a mounting using
purchased Cape waggon wheels and axletrees, and produced four ‘Long
12pdr’ guns, using Cape waggons as limbers, by 25 October. However,
on that day Scott was asked, at 2100 whether he would be able to provide
mountings for the two 4.7-inch coastal defence guns at Cape Town so
that they could be used to match the longer range Creusot ‘Long Toms’
that had been brought into use at Ladysmith by the Boers. By 1700 the
following day the four Long 12-pounders and two 4.7-inch guns were
aboard Terrible’s sister ship HMS Powerful en route to Durban for onward
shipment to Ladysmith.
Scott also recommended that the guns be supplied with 5,000 4.7-inch
rounds, but this was overruled by the Admiral, who approved the dispatch
of 500 rounds. Very careful use of this tiny stock ensured that the Boer
artillery was kept at bay for a siege of 119 days.
At the end of October Scott was appointed military commandant
of Durban, so sailed immediately from Simonstown taking ‘all the
campaigning stores I could lay my hands on’. On arrival at Durban on
6 November Scott reviewed the defences of the city, and by 10:00 on 8
November 30 guns were being dragged into position by 100 oxen and 60
horses. By 16:00 the guns were in position, manned by 450 offers and men
from the fleet.
On 16 January General Barton at Chievely requested two 4.7-inch
guns, mounted on railway waggons, to counter new positions taken up
by the Boers. These were sent up to Chievely a couple of days later to
bombard Boer positions around Colenso, the key to opening the road to
Ladysmith. On 8 February Scott was asked to mount a 6-inch gun on a
carriage and send it to Chieveley. Scott designed a mounting using a pair of
wheels made for a 4.7-inch carriage, fitted broader steel tyres and attached
them to a trail made in the Durban railway workshops. The gun arrived on
10
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Figure 3 6-inch
gun on its mount
at the railway
works, Durban
(Image in the
public domain)

12 February to provide artillery cover for the infantry as it finally relieved
Ladysmith on 1 March.
Most of the guns landed had been manned by officers and sailors
from the ships and following the relief of Ladysmith the naval brigades
returned to their ships, the ‘Powerfuls’, who had been serving the guns in
Ladysmith, returned to their ship and sailed for Portsmouth on 7 March,
while the ‘Terribles’ sailed on 11 March to resume their passage to China.
They left behind ten officers and 90 men to man two 4.7-inch and four
12-pounder guns until October.

HMS ‘Defence’ the Model

Reverting back to 2020, I have been commissioned to make a small-scale
model of HMS Defence 1907, for a client whose grandfather went down
with his ship at the battle of Jutland in May 1916. The model is in memory
of the grandfather he never met, so it is intended as a commemorative
tribute to his bravery and sacrifice.
The proposition to build this small scale model for my client was first
made almost 12 years ago. I did not want to do it! The chosen scale of
1:400 frightened me, as someone who is more at home with much larger
models. I have been involved with the repair of ship models on much
smaller scales, two of which were pre-Dreadnoughts (HMS Benbow
1892 and IJB Fuji 1897), but that is as close as I have been to this period
of shipping, and I knew from this, how tiny and difficult a scratch built
model would be to construct.
Ship modellers over the years have often tried to incorporate a small
piece of the original ship’s timber somewhere in their model, and given
that HMS Terrible and HMS Defence are, in ship-building terms and
class similar and are only 12 years apart, that idea seemed more than
appropriate. The connection between these two vessels is not only their
status as armoured cruisers but also their teak decking, from which the
garden furniture was constructed after HMS Terrible was sold for scrap
in 1932.
Researching the ship confirmed my worst fears; there was an example
of everything that is difficult, with extremely tight tolerances from a
11
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Figure 4 Plywood
pattern of plan
view (Author’s
photograph)

constructor’s point of view. A simple matter of railings at less than half
a millimetre involves drills which no dentist would ever go near. Ladders
and rungs suited to crewmembers whose heads measure half the size of a
pinhead must all be considered. The problem is at this scale, that natural
materials like wood and leather disintegrate before they can be formed or
used for replication, and under the vicious eye of a modern camera, can
look lumpy and unprofessional. Only boxwood as a material is excluded
from this, and many of the finest ship models used this now rare timber as
a basic material, particularly for detailing.
At full scale these armoured cruisers are brutalist in appearance, partly
because thick riveted plating had to be used for their structure, to resist the
shocking forces imposed upon them by their heavy weaponry. They are
thus built with strong backbones and great blocks of defensive architecture,
topped off with four heightened streamlined funnels, the sign of immense
power and speed, with their bows raked forwards in the attitude of a giant
butcher’s meat cleaver.
Whereas no one would describe them as pretty or beautiful, the design
suggests austere respect and function.
A waterline model of a warship will probably have its core made from
timber which will then be clad with a soft metallic skin, riveted from reverse
side imitating the style of repousé work.
Any craftsmen working on an item
which is 400 times smaller than the
object in full scale can only hint at true
scale and texture. Most of the time it is
a compromise between what is desirable
and what is physically possible with
human hands. I use pewter or annealed
copper sheet which softens the metal
for the cladding process so that it can be
impressed with a spiked wheel. This at
Figure 5 Teak sawn from the table from
least gives the look of robust strength,
HMS ‘Terrible’ used for the chart-house roof
of the model of HMS ‘Defence 1907’ (Author’s hopefully making the hull appear heavy
photograph)
and impregnable.
12
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Figure 6 Brutalist
architecture of HMS
‘Defence’ in solid form

Following this, the casting of all those armoured items which in full
scale come from molten metal in the shipyard, and from other specialized
companies, is only convincing in small scale when they are similarly made.
There is a miniature hot moulding process using heat-proof rubber and
the pouring of molten metal which replicates this job very convincingly.
The process may also be used for anchors, davits, mooring bollards and
a host of other small details. The plethora of detachable 12-pounder field
guns, as seen mounted on the fore turret of the twinned 9.2-inch guns,
reminds us that battles can only be won by securing territory, which is
where marines play such an important role in naval engagements
The ten defensive turrets mounted broadside on HMS Defence are
armed with single-barrel 7.5-inch Mark V guns.
Among all this heavy metal is the admiral’s chart house, made of wood,
sited in the highest position apart from the masthead. It is placed there
not only for the visibility it provides, but also in the vain hope that it will
reduce the ship’s influence on its magnetic compass, an age-old problem
with metal ships. This timber structure, which is little more than a shelter
rather than a covered platform, seemed like the obvious site on the model
to incorporate the sliver of original teak on the roof. Ideally I would have
liked to have used it for the whole structure, but the grain was too coarse
for the window frames, so only the roof is the original teak timber of her
elder ‘sister’s’ deck.
The model at the
time of writing is
on the way to being
finished, an interesting
stage not obscured
with over much detail
or rigging, which
drastically alters the
way
model
ships
appear when finished.
She also lacks the ship’s
boats, but does give an
indication of the pride
and majesty these
Figure 7 The illusion of a heavily armoured hull in miniature
(Photograph by Josh Mowll)
vessels commanded.
13
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Figure 8 Defensive 7.5-inch turret cast in miniature separately
from the barrel. Note the mounting for the field gun alongside
the sighting hood (Author’s photograph)

Her distinguished career prior to her demise at Jutland included hunting
down the German battle cruiser Goeben – a cat-and-mouse chase across
the Mediterranean in which, finally and disappointingly, she evaded
Defence and the British pursuers and reached Constantinople.
Defence was the last large warship in Britain to be fitted with
reciprocating engines rather than turbines, and although the name
Defence had been used previously, she was built with the express purpose
in time of declared war, to blockade German ports, under the false

Figure 9 The wooden chart house with teak roofing sharing the searchlight platform
and below, the aft end showing the anti torpedo netting and the field gun mounted on
the aft twin turret (Photograph by Josh Mowll)

Figure 10 The aft end showing the anti torpedo netting and the field gun mounted on
the aft twin turret (Photograph by Josh Mowll)
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impression that because Britain had command of the seas and a superior
number of ships, the High Seas Fleet would be unable to fight. Sadly this
was proved to be wrong, and HMS Defence paid the price at Jutland.
Further reading
P. Hore (ed.) Seapower Ashore: 200 years of Royal Navy Operations on
Land (London, 2001)
P. Scott Fifty Years in the Royal Navy (London, 1919)
William Mowll
Member, SNR
Honorary elected member of the Guild of Master Craftsmen UK

The Rediscovering of Pitcairn’s Island

Figure 1 Commemorative Stamp celebrating the 250th Anniversary of the first
European sighting of Pitcairn Island (Courtesy Pitcairn Islands Philatelic Bureau)

Pitcairn’s Island is one of the most remote islands in the world, but also
one of the most famous. After the Polynesians left and the Spanish claims
of a sighting, the British explorer Lieutenant Philip Carteret burst on the
scene in the sloop Swallow on 2 July 1767. Carteret had not seen land for
six days so he sportingly offered a bottle of brandy to the first person to
spot land. At last an island was sighted, but the surf was so violent that
landing was ‘rendered impossible’.
The high island ‘was discovered by a young gentleman Robert Pitcairn’
whose father, Major John Pitcairn was in the Royal Marines, so ‘this is why
we called it Pitcairn’s Island.’ Carteret logged the position of this island
discovery. Latitude was relatively easy but longitude was difficult and he
was out by nearly 200 miles. This mistake was charted on future nautical
charts, making it hard to find Pitcairn’s Island again. Carteret was probably
using dead-reckoning methods to find longitude but this was a time of
change, when navigators were beginning to realize the advantages of ‘sea
clocks’ such as Harrison’s H4 and Kendall’s K1, K2 and K3 timekeepers.
Captain Cook sailed in the Resolution in 1772 with K1, a duplicate of
H4 made by Larcum Kendall. He tried to find Pitcairn in 1773 using
Carteret’s wrongly logged positions, but failed to rediscover it. This
Pacific voyage convinced Cook about the value of timekeepers to find
longitude at sea. He happily referred to Kendall’s K1 as ‘our trusty friend
the Watch’. Another navigator converted to timekeepers was his master on
the Resolution, William Bligh.
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Cook was killed in Hawaii on 14 February 1779, leaving an opening for
new leadership of the voyage. Clerke took over the Resolution and Gore
the Discovery, and Bligh was in the Resolution when Clerke died later in
August. Gore took over command while Lieutenant James King took over
the Discovery. Bligh was bitter that he was not given a command, blaming
it on connections. Meanwhile, the K1 and K3 timekeepers continued to
perform.
K2’s first voyage, accompanied by the young Nelson, was nearly its
last in the crushing Arctic ice. The next two expeditions saw K2 survive
kidnapping, nautical intrigue and gunpowder plots of the American
revolutionary wars, and then a deployment to the slave coasts of Africa.
In 1787 Bligh, now 33 years old, must have been overjoyed when he
was chosen to command a ship for another voyage to the Pacific. The
ship was a Whitby Collier which was sturdy, relatively cheap with ample
hold space and a shallow draft for marine exploration. Being sloop rated,
it could be commanded by a lieutenant without marines.
Bligh invited Christian Fletcher, whom he knew and had sailed with, to
join the voyage and generously promoted him to ‘acting lieutenant’. Bligh
said, ‘from the Board of Longitude I received a timekeeper, made by Mr.
Kendall.’ This was K2 which, would later be known as the ‘Bounty Watch’.
Bligh’s orders were to go ‘round Cape Horn, to the Society Islands and
according to Captain Cook . . . where the breadfruit tree is to be found
in the most luxuriant state.’ The departure was 23 December 1787 from
Spithead, calling at Tenerife before heading to the South Atlantic. During
the voyage, the crew caught and killed an albatross. Was this a dark omen?
Ah! Well a day! What evil looks
Had I from old and young!
Instead of the cross, the Albatross
About my neck was hung.

Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

A few days later the Bounty sailed into mountainous seas off Cape Horn
and after two weeks trying to get around South America, Bligh turned
towards South Africa and the Cape of Good Hope. The westerlies behind
the Bounty were a relief and Bligh stopped in Cape Town before sailing
around southern Australia to the next stop, Adventure Bay, Van Diemen’s
Land. Further stops were on the southern coast of New Zealand where
they ‘bay hopped’. The Kendall K2 timekeeper remained a major part of
Bligh’s navigational instruments.
The next stop was the main target, Tahiti. On the way, Bligh passed
Pitcairn Island, but out of sight. The importance of the position of that
island was yet to come. On 26 October 1778 the Bounty anchored in 13
fathoms in Matavia Bay, Tahiti.
Bligh was recognized and welcomed by the chiefs from Cook’s voyages
63 moons before. They assured Bligh that they would co-operate with him
in collecting young breadfruit plants. The overall stay was much longer
than expected and relationships flourished. Fletcher Christian spent more
time on the island than the ship and had acquired a Polynesian love tattoo
on his chest.
On Saturday 4 April 1789 the Bounty raised anchor and slowly made
out to sea. Three crew members, including Christian, were leaving a
16
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Figure 2 Bligh leaving the Bounty by Robert Dodd, 1790
(Courtesy National Maritime Museum)

serious love relationship. Meanwhile, the relationship between Bligh and
Christian had broken down One witness said, ‘Whatever fault was found,
Mr. Christian was sure to bear the brunt of the captain’s anger.’
At 5.30 a.m. on Tuesday 28 April the mutineers woke Bligh with muskets
and bayonets, tied his hands behind his back and uttered threats of death.
He was bundled to the deck with the loyalists before being sent down to
a launch. Bligh’s clerk Samuel tried to take the Kendall K2 timekeeper to
the launch but was physically stopped ‘on pain of death’ with ‘Damn your
eyes, you are well off to get what you have.’ The mutineers had other
plans for K2: looking for islands in the Pacific, including Pitcairn.
The Bounty mutineers had to face their future and used a copy of
Carteret’s account in Hawksworth’s An Account of the Voyages Undertaken
. . . for Making Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere (1773), which was
in Bligh’s cabin, to confirm that Pitcairn’s Island was uninhabited, which
seemed perfect.
On 22 September 1789 the Bounty with the mutineers and a number
of Polynesians sailed to rediscover Pitcairn’s Island. They had the same
problem as Cook, since an accurate timekeeper would take the ship to
Carteret’s position, which was wrong by 200 miles. Eventually the
mutineers may have followed the latitude position to locate the island.
Nine months after the mutiny, on 15 January 1790, they did rediscover
Pitcairn’s Island, and Fletcher Christian was overjoyed. The Bounty was
burnt on the 23 January and it would be 18 years before their hideaway
was discovered.
On 3 April 1807 Nantucket-born Captain Mayhew Folger sailed from
New Bedford in his ship the Topaz on a major seal hunting voyage. He
happily logged that he was ‘Bound to the South Seas and Canton’. These
were Moby Dick waters and the three-masted Topaz could be used for both
ocean whaling and also sealing, which involved finding bays and islands.
The well-known seal rookeries in the Pacific in the Juan Fernandez group
of islands were over hunted and were in Spanish waters. They must find
new rookeries before competitors appeared. Folger studied maps trying to
find new islands and he had Carteret’s Account in Hawksworth 1773 and
thought Pitcairn could be a new lucrative sealing field.
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Figure 3 Commemorative Stamp celebrating the 200th Anniversary of the Discovery of
the Pitcairn Community (Courtesy Pitcairn Islands Philatelic Bureau)

The Topaz log book illustrates a journey of one disaster after another.
He initially crossed the Atlantic to get salt and other materials but coming
back on 21 July he logged, ‘very heavy Gales of wind and a tremendous
Sea’. Folger reached the Falklands then turned east to ‘a confused sea’. In
September 1807 they were in Desolation Island to ‘bad seas’ and ‘snowing
very fast’. All this and not a single seal. Folger decided to sail to Van
Diemen’s land.
Folger did get lucky at Pitt Island, where he despatched and skinned 600
seals. That was a modest catch, so Folger made a decision on 18 December
and logged, ‘No seals to be found, proceeding to Pitcairn Island, thought
to be uninhabited and a possible site for sealing.’ The Topaz was directed
to the position logged by Carteret and was as perplexed as were the
mutineers and Captain Cook previously. Folger probably followed the
line of latitude and was more successful.
On approaching the Shore saw a smoke . . . a boat paddling towards
me with 3 men . . . hailed in the English language,
‘Who are you?’
‘This is the ship Topaz. I am the master, Captain Mayhew Folger
an American.’
‘You are an American? You come from America? Where is
America? Is it in Ireland?’
‘Who are you? . . .’
This young man was the son of Fletcher Christian. Folger was
determined to go on shore to meet ‘Aleck’. A welcoming group included
Aleck who briefed Folger about the mutiny on the Bounty, how Bligh and
his loyalists were cast adrift, and that the mutineers rediscovered Pitcairn
with their wives and six men as servants.
‘Aleck Smith’ was the only mutineer survivor and, after a native revolt
on the island, he took control. Aleck confirmed that Fletcher Christian
had taken all the nautical instruments from the Bounty and that he wound
18
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up the Kendall timekeeper daily, to maintain Greenwich time.
Captain Folger could only stay for six hours on Pitcairn Island before
returning to sealing. When he was due to leave, Aleck gave him some
wonderful presents including the Kendall K2 timekeeper, a Bounty
Compass and an exquisite Chinese bowl. Folger reciprocated with items
from his ship and a silk scarf, which pleased Aleck.
Folger was taking the Topaz into Spanish waters. Quoting Dava Sobel
in her book Longitude, they ‘launched K2 on yet another round of
adventures’.
For more information visit https://www.austinmacauley.com/author/
bendall-john and for the promotional video https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T93_SawLb80
John Bendall
Member, SNR
Author, Kendall’s Longitude

The Mary of Cley
The Mary was a collier brig built
in Blyth, Northumberland by
Bowman and Drummond in 1835;
it was of 152 registered tonnage and
issued with the official number of
2190. In common with all ships of
the time the ownership was divided
into sixty-fourths. David Miller was
the Mary’s first master and owned
24/64 he was in partnership with
Isaac Richardson 24/64 a grocer, and
John Common 16/64 a brewer. By
1870 David Miller was the managing
owner and the master was John
Stephenson of Swans Quay, North
Shields.
Figure 1 William Christmas Mann
In the spring of 1871 William
(about 1875, author’s collection)
Christmas Mann purchased the
Mary for the sum of £400 and transferred her registry from North Shields
to Wells, Norfolk, which is a few miles from his home of Cley. Mann
was an experienced seaman, having followed in the footsteps of his father
by going to sea at an early age. He was born in 1835 and joined his first
ship at the age of 15 as ‘boy’ on the brig Cruiser of Cley, subsequently he
worked his way up, getting his mate’s certificate in 1864 and was awarded
his master’s certificate (number 30844) in South Shields in December 1867.
He was by then 32 and after a spell as mate became the master of the brig
Elizabeth from early 1869. The Elizabeth was owned by William Allen of
Weybourne in Norfolk who had worked in the north-east coal trade as
owner and master.
As may be expected, most of the crew of the Mary, when registered and
operating from the Tyne, were local men from North Shields or Newcastle
and included two apprentices, both from North Shields. Miles Drew (age
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36 years) of Gloucester continued to serve as mate on the Mary for at
least a year after her ownership changed. However, the remaining seamen
were almost immediately recruited from the north Norfolk coast near to
Cley. The Mary never carried another apprentice during the ownership of
Mann.
The Mary commenced its first voyage with owner and master Mann
on board in June 1871 from Newcastle to Rochester. The cargo was 250
tons of coals at a freight rate of 6 shillings per ton. Additionally the Mary
purchased and brought back 100 tons of chalk, adding a net £6 5s. to the
ship’s income. Mann paid himself £8 for the voyage and the four others in
the crew received £15 5s. between them.
Overall the ship made a profit of £17 6s. for this voyage.
The tables below illustrate the running costs for the brig Mary of Cley
for the year June 1871 to June 1872. After taking into account running
costs of £640 and receipts of £819 in this period, the gross profit was £179.
In all William Christmas Mann, including profit and wages that he paid
himself, received a total of about £251 in that year.
The following tables (1 and 2) show the income and expenditure for a
typical voyage by the brig Mary on voyage from Rochester to Seaham and
back to Rochester.
Table 1

Running costs for the voyage

Oct. 1873 Rochester
£ s. d.
Subtotal £ s. d.
Fresh meat		16 8½
		
Vegtables (sic)		4 0			
Nov. 12/73 Seaham						
Ship chandlers bill
3 7 2			
Postage bill
3 19 11			
Commission on 240 tons
	  at 2½ per cent
2 6 6			
Trimming 11 keels & allowance
2 5 0			
Butcher bill
2 9 8			
Grocer & ct
6 16 6			
Soft bread 8/- Telegram 2/-		10 0			
Allowance		7 6			
Pilotage in & out
1 10 0
24 1211½
Dec. 6/73 Rochester						
Towage from Chatham to Strood		10 0			
Varnish 2/6 Ilb of tea 2/6		 5 0			
1 sack of potatoes		 8 0			
Canal dues & allowance		 3 6			
3 labourers at 4d per ton
4 10 6			
Portage bill
4 0 11			
Cranage (sic)
1 0 4½			
Discount for cash		 8 0			
Tug		5 0			
Repairing of mainsail
4 10 8½			
Fresh meat		15 0			
Grocer
1 0 0
18 17 0
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Table 2

Wages for the voyage
£ s. d.			
Master
8 0 0			
Mate
6 5 0			
AB
4 10 0			
OD
2 5 0			
OD
2 0 0			
Lad
1 0 0
24 0 0
Total Disbursements				
67 911½
Table 3 Income for the voyage
Receipts						
Cash Received						
Balance due last voyage
7 15 ½ 			
For 45 tons chalk at 1/6 per ton
3 7 6			
Freight on 235 ½ tons at 7/9 per ton
91 5 1½
102 7 8
				
34 17 8½
Remitted home				
5 15 0
				
19 2 8½
Sundries				
5 0 0
				
24 2 8½
Balance				

£2 6s 6d

Table 4 Mary’s main expense over the period of a year: 50% was crew costs
including wages and provisions
%
Provisions
16
Chandlery & maintenance
5
Navigation charges
13
Crew costs
34
Harbour dues & fees
14
Cargo loading & discharge
9
Ballast & back cargo costs
6
Stationary & contract charges
3

Mann paid commission of 2½ per cent on the cargo, presumably to a
factor or agent at Seaham, and did not require a steam tug to proceed out
of Seaham Harbour, probably indicating a favourable westerly wind on
that day. In common with most sailing colliers of the time, food for the
crew was provided by the ship, and in the case of this voyage, in excess
of £12 8s. was spent on provisions. This is about one fifth of the total
disbursements for the duration of roughly five weeks. This is comparable
with the broad calculation for the year set out in table 4. By this time
(1871) the Board of Trade laid down in the Running Agreement for Home
Trade a scale of provisions deemed a minimum for each seaman on board
ship. Mann reported on the running agreement that ‘Sufficient without
waste’ was provided.
The Mary traded to the Thames ports and the near Continent
successfully for the following five years. Over that period he took £469
profit (surplus) in addition to his master’s pay of about £8 per month. This
amounts to approximately £1,000 for the period which, in the context of the
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Figure 2 The auctioneer’s notice for the sale of ‘Mary’ (Courtesy of the Norfolk Library
Service, Yarmouth)

times, was an income equivalent to that received by a government clerk or
skilled tradesman, putting him in the position to employ at least one maid
at home.
The end of the Mary came about in November 1876 when, as a
consequence of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1876, it was stopped by Board
of Trade inspectors in Yarmouth on 9 November 1876. The Merchant
Shipping Act return for 1876–7 shows the Mary as being inspected by a
Board’s Officer who found it to have ‘defective hull and equipment’ and to
be ‘unsafe’. Despite having recourse to an appeal Mann did not do so, and
as a result the Mary was dismantled. Figure 2 shows the auctioneer’s notice
for the sale published in the Yarmouth Independent on 12 December 1876.
The Mary realized £142 12s. 5d. at auction. After deductions for expenses
Mann received £116 13s. 1d.
The question of why William Mann did not appeal or take steps to repair
the defects is unknown; many other owners in the same circumstance did.
The 1877 Board of Trade report to Parliament states that 131 ships were
stopped, of which 110 were later released (after repairs or part discharge of
over loaded cargo) and only 21 scrapped or cut down to lighters.
William Mann never went to sea again, working for his son as a builder
until retiring when he received a pension from the Registrar General of
Shipping and Seamen of 17 shillings a month. He died in 1913.
John Mann
Member, SNR

An Excavation Observation
Between 1980 and 1984 the artefacts excavated from the Invincible (1758)
historic wreck site were recorded from within a given metre-square trench.
This was considered accurate enough by our archaeological director, Dr
Margaret Rule. In 1982 no excavations took place while the licensee was
unavailable during the Falkland War. At the start of the 1985 season on
the direction of Dr Rule, we carried out a second predisturbance survey as
the site had completely backfilled. The Mary Rose Trust loaned Dr Alex
Hildred, Barrie Burden (Andrian) and Ian Oxley to assist with the new
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Figure 1 Eighteenth-century artefacts recovered in Møvik Harbour, Norway; the seal on the onion bottle
in the centre reads ‘J. Galliford 1710’ (Author’s photograph)

survey. The instruction then was that in future the position of all artefacts
was to be measured precisely using datum points.
While I accepted this recording change, finding the occasional aluminium
soft drink can below artefacts within sealed strata caused me to question
its efficacy. To comply and achieve precise measurements with in situ
drawings took considerable valuable extra time while working underwater
with limited endurance.
As an amateur responsible for an important government historic wreck
site, I kept quiet believing that I was unlikely to be believed. Recently, I
continued researches on artefacts from Møvik Harbour near Kristiansand,
in Southern Norway recovered in 1975 and 1976 (see figure 1). Dr Christian
Keller, Norsk Sjøfartsmuseum, Oslo wrote,
For instance, whilst trying to dig at Kleven, Mandel (Norway), we
found an empty bottle of Coca-Cola lying underneath a firm layer of
clay pipes (Personal observation). Sports divers along the coast, who
dive regularly in the same places, have told us that pots and bottles
disappear and new ones appear on the bottom between dives. Some
areas have been completely cleaned of finds, and yet new ones have
covered the bottom two years later.
So my Invincible (1758) experience of underwater upheaval cannot be
described as unique.
John M. Bingeman
Vice-President, SNR
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The Fenland Lighter Project
The FLP and Involvement
with the Sorbonne Nouvelle (Paris University 3)
This column completes the Topmasts 2020 series dealing with various
aspects of the FLP in its earlier years. The theme on this occasion refers to
some international links.
During 1995, in response to a call for papers, I contacted Professor PaulGabriel Boucé regarding a conference to be convened by the Institut du
Monde Anglophone, Sorbonne Nouvelle. In subsequent correspondence, he
stated that he was well aware of the Society for Nautical Research (SNR) and
its global influence on the study of maritime history and related matters. On
that basis, I gave a paper as indicated: this was subsequently published in Paris
during 1998 (see Some Suggested Reading). In the wake of that publication
I gave numerous other papers involving the Sorbonne Nouvelle, most of
which centred on my longstanding interest in Caribbean privateering during
the French Revolutionary Wars, especially the remarkable operations linked
with what can be fairly termed Revolutionary Guadeloupe.
On some occasions, however, my papers dealt with the work of the FLP.
Paul-Gabriel’s attention to Fenland lighters, especially their eighteenthcentury activity, reflected his own concern for bygone barge traffic on
various French rivers. He took part in a number of FLP field-trips. As a
young man, he had served as a junior officer in the French navy: this fact
played a part in his interest in the wider relationship between seagoing and
river traffic. With a taste for the telling phrase, he favoured the concept of
Fenland lightering as ‘a continuation of the coasting trade by other means’.
Paul-Gabriel’s death, very early in the present century, was marked by
special Sorbonne Nouvelle conferences dedicated to his memory. It was
thus that Professor Serge Soupel became the presiding contact so far as my
papers were concerned.

Figure 1 The author (left) chairing a Paris conference panel. with Dr Pierre Degott,
Metz (Photograph Sorbonne Nouvelle)
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It is noteworthy that Serge continued his predecessor’s interest regarding
maritime history and related matters. Thus, for example, there can be
particular comment on a paper of mine given in Paris during December 2006;
the title was ‘Boisterous River Traffic and Northampton’s “Demonstration
of Joy” in 1761’. The celebrations indicated were due to recent engineering
improvements on the River Nene which had facilitated the relatively cheap
transport of coal far inland by means of Fenland lighters. These river craft
would have trans-shipped the coal from seagoing colliers arriving on the
North Sea coast. This same paper aroused considerable interest, so much
so that I was invited to make further comment at the Assemblée Génerale:
this comment dealt with the use of Fenland lighters for the transport of
prisoners of war during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars.
Routes for such movement of prisoners varied, but a notable sequence
involved a march from the port of Yarmouth, resulting in access to the
Ouse–Nene Complex of waterways. At that stage embarkation onto
Fenland lighters made it possible to proceed, afloat, to some point
(depending on local conditions) near to the very large prison camp at
Norman Cross, a short distance from Peterborough. An additional march
would then complete the journey to captivity at Norman Cross. There has
sometimes been a measure of confusion regarding the sort of route just
described. This confusion has reflected the fact that the large Fenland lake
of Whittlesey Mere, which at times provided a terminus for the lighters
involved, has long since disappeared due to Victorian drainage work.
Before ending, it should be mentioned that, for all my Sorbonne Nouvelle
papers, the SNR was stated as my institution. These references to the SNR
in notices and programmes seemed to arouse a good deal of preliminary
interest. As the conferences were all interdisciplinary, the result was that
a wide and international range of scholars received repeated reminders of
the SNR’s outstanding and varied contribution, dating back to before the
First World War.
Some Suggested Reading
H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Images in Peace and War: British sea-going trade and
French commerce raiding, circa 1790-1801’, in Paul-Gabriel Boucé (ed.),
Guerres et paix: la Grande-Bretagne au XVIII siècle (Paris, 1998), vol. 1,
83–95.
Already mentioned in the early part of this present column, this
published paper dealt with a range of historical aspects, involving various
operational theatres. This material included brief discussion of Fenland
lighters and their commercial interaction with seagoing trade that was
often endangered by French privateering in the North Sea.
Obviously, there must be mention here of both The Mariner’s Mirror
and Topmasts. Visits to the latter’s regular FLP columns will indicate
relevant material. One should also mention numerous FLP items in the
SNR’s hard-copy Newsletter which used to be issued as a supplement to
The Mariner’s Mirror, and which has been replaced by Topmasts in more
recent years.
H. J. K. Jenkins
Fellow, SNR
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SNR News
Your Society Needs You!
Organizations like SNR should be all about their members. It is their
commitment and enthusiasm which sustains a society such as ours, and
with that in mind, I am aware that some of you may wish to become more
involved in the Society’s affairs but may not know how to do so. Over
the years, the Society – like many other, similar organizations – has often
worked on an informal ‘tap on the shoulder’ system, where those already
on Council or the committees have nominated people they know. While
this system has merit up to a point, it also means that we are potentially
missing a large pool of talent which could offer a great deal to the Society.
With all this in mind, I would like to place the Society’s recruitment processes
on a broader and more open basis. Therefore I am inviting anyone who
feels they could, and would like to, contribute to the society’s work to put
their names forward by sending in a one-page CV to the Hon. Secretary,
Alistair.Roach@snr.org.uk. Although we want to be very careful to avoid
charges of ‘ageism’ or any other ‘ism’, a reasonable degree of competence
with technology and social media, ideally including podcasting, would be
a useful asset. This invitation is open to all, including student members.
• The system for nominations to Council is laid down in our Articles
of Association; anyone who wishes to be considered for a vacancy
when one arises should be able to supply the names of two other
members who support their application. Candidates are then subject
to election by an AGM.
• The society currently has three committees, Research and Programmes,
Publications and Membership, and Heritage and Craft. The remits
for these can be found on our website. Anyone interested in being
considered for a place on one of these committees can put themselves
forward without needing support from any other member.
• We also invite applications from those who might be interested in
supporting or assisting the work of one of the society’s officers,
especially the Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer. In respect of
the former, experience of, or an interest in, event organization and
management would be especially welcome. Again, anyone interested
can put themselves forward without needing support from other
members.
I should stress that putting oneself forward in this way is no guarantee of
appointment; in practice, for example, vacancies on the committees only
occur occasionally. As these are entirely honorary positions, the usual
constraints of employment law and the norms of job application processes
do not apply; the final decision on nominations to the committees rests
with the chairs of those bodies, on nominations to Council with that
body as a whole. However, it will be very useful for us to have a clearly
identified ‘pool’ of members who are interested in getting more involved
in the society’s work, and I thank in advance any member willing to put
their name forward in this way.
David Davies
Chairman, SNR
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The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast

•
•
•
•

We are delighted to announce that the
Society has just launched a podcast, The
Mariner’s Mirror Podcast. We have some
fantastic partners lined up to work with
in the coming months. The podcast is
presented by the historian Sam Willis.
The podcast will
• Increase public awareness of maritime
history and its importance to the
modern world, bringing it to a global
audience.
• Provide a global platform for archives
and museums to bring attention to
their collections.
Create opportunities for institutions to work with external partners
by bringing people together in a new social network.
Expose listeners to primary sources allowing them to directly engage
with history.
Create opportunities for citizen historians to get involved by sourcing
material for podcasts.
Provide opportunities for those in education to gain experience of
working in archives or in the media, increasing employability with
a knock-on positive economic effect for the history and heritage
industries.

Current institutions working with us on episodes are The National
Maritime Museum of Australia; HMS Victory; SS Great Britain and the
Brunel Institute; The Museo Istorico Navale of Venice; The UK’s National
Historic Ships Committee; the Hudson River Museum; Mystic Seaport
Museum; the Nautical Archaeology Society; the Citizan project; the Mary
Rose. Numerous historians and heritage professional have also committed
their interest and time. The Society is dedicated to making this the no. 1
podcast dedicated to ALL of maritime history.

News
Request for Information about WW2 Arctic Convoys
Historian Hugh Sebag-Montefiore, who is writing a book about the Arctic
convoys of the Second World War commissioned by the British publisher
Harper Collins, would like to find out if you know of any:
• Living veterans who participated in the Arctic convoys, or their
relatives in case these relatives hold the veterans’ memoirs.
• Detailed written or recorded personal accounts of what was witnessed
by the participants during these convoys, or in Russia when the
convoys reached Murmansk and Archangel.
• Relevant photographs or little-known books
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• Relevant associations, groups, clubs or local archives that he should
contact and might have missed.
He stresses that he is only using personal accounts written or recorded by
a witness. And he is only using accounts which describe battles or convoys
which resulted in ships being badly damaged or sunk; or accounts of what
happened in Murmansk and Archangel, and the surrounding ports, when
the convoy crews landed there.
If anyone thinks they can help, please email him at sebags@hsmontefiore.
com; they should only ring (44) (0)207 4351035 if Hugh has not replied
to an email within 48 hours, or if they do not use email. To see what kind
of books Hugh writes, Google ‘Hugh Sebag-Montefiore: Official Author
Website’, or click on the following link: http://www.hughsebagmontefiore.
com/

Wreckwatch Magazine Launches
Wreckwatch, a new magazine sharing the wonders of
the sunken past, has launched. Covering exploration,
maritime archaeology, history, art and conservation,
it takes readers from prehistoric camps in rivers and
lakes to ports and ships abandoned high and dry or
sunk over 5 kilometres deep. Its explorers, divers,
marine archaeologists, historians, artists, professors
and museum curators share thrilling finds from the
frontline to the lab. Wreckwatch is a digital magazine
for the eco-friendly age published four times a year.
Wreckwatch’s original features, hot off the seabed,
opinions, news stories and film and book reviews
link the chain of the human experience from farmers
pressing grapes in the field to merchants wheeling
and dealing down by the docks, dodgy pirates, salty
skippers, nautical technology and the markets at journey’s end. It covers
the great civilisations and empires that drove global exploration too. All
sparks that inspired the lure of riches, knowledge, wreck and ruin fall under its spyglass.
Issues 1–2 is a double issue of 114 pages. Its contents consider whether
the Titanic’s Marconi wireless should be recovered or left as a memorial to
man’s folly; the role of Charles and John Deane of Whitstable in inventing
wreck diving; the world’s top five virtual wreck dive sites are announced;
there are three articles on the Maritime Silk Road linking China and the
West; a new history of the birth of America based on the castaways from
the Sea Venture on Bermuda; Nauticus and Oceana duel whether toppling
statues of slave traders is wise history; and Wreckwatch presents the latest
in the San José scandal off Colombia.
More details can be found at www.wreckwatchmag.com

Naval Dockyards Society Awards Grants
for Dockyard Heritage Projects
The 2020 Naval Dockyards Society AGM agreed that part of its small
surplus of funds could be used to award five grants of £1,000 each to
small dockyard museum or dockyard heritage site projects. It was felt that
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grants could make a real difference to the future enhancement of worthy
museums or sites. Applications were received from the following sites.
Bluetown Remembered (Sheerness)
The project will further raise the profile of Sheerness Dockyard and
Blue Town heritage, run from Bluetown Remembered, a music hall built
in 1841, later a cinema. One floor is dedicated to Sheerness Dockyard.
It welcomes over 20,000 visitors each year. The NDS grant will fund a
booklet on Sheerness Dockyard for all Sheppey schools, part of two Kentwide schemes, Wheels of Time and the Children’s University, bringing in
families from all over Kent. It will also finance six monthly lectures about
the dockyard and Blue Town to encourage history groups to visit as well
as locals. Pre-show tours of the island and the dockyard will be used to
help promote the dockyard to this wider audience. Special events for care
homes will also be hosted.
The Dockyard Museum at Antigua Naval Dockyard
A multidisciplinary research, interpretation, and public outreach
programme has been developed entitled ‘8 March Project’ under the theme
‘Dockyard History is African History’, to recover and interpret archival
and archaeological evidence of the enslaved and free Africans and their
descendants who made possible the naval dockyard at Antigua, established
in 1725. The ‘8 March Project’ identified eight enslaved Africans who
lost their lives in an explosion on 8 March 1744. These names launched
a project to recover more names of enslaved Africans who worked in the
yard, which has recovered more than 650 names. In 2021 the dockyard
museum will initiate an expanded programme including creative works by
students from Antigua State College and the local Cobbs Cross Primary
School, telling the stories of enslaved workers. The students will bring
parents and grandparents.
Museum of Slavery and Freedom, Deptford
This embryonic organisation aspires to acquire permanent premises,
working alongside Action for Community Development in Deptford.
The project, ‘Chip on Your Shoulder’, will combine Deptford Dockyard
history and the Museum of Slavery and Freedom (MōSaF). It will use the
Deptford Pepys Resource Centre as an anchor hub for museum tours
about Deptford Dockyard, its support of maritime communities, and its
links to the African, Irish and Asian diaspora. Deptford is significant as it
was home to John Hawkins who became a prominent early English slave
trader. MōSaF will demonstrate how Deptford, London and the United
Kingdom grew rich from the slave trade but also explore the extent to
which freedom from slavery was won and celebrate the many cultures and
peoples who live consequently in the UK. The Lenox Project has kindly
offered £500 to help fund this project.
Sheerness Dockyard Preservation Trust (SDPT)
SDPT was founded in 2014 to conserve the historic buildings of the former
Royal Dockyard at Sheerness. The Trust’s focus has been to rescue and
reuse the Grade II* listed former Dockyard Church, built in 1828 to the
designs of George Ledwell Taylor, Navy Board surveyor. In 2001 it was
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gutted by fire. The Trust has developed a project to conserve the building
and convert it into a mixed-use community facility with an events space,
a business start-up centre for young people, and a permanent display
gallery housing part of the 1820s dockyard model. This model will play
a significant part in informing the public of the history of the dockyard
and the church’s place in that community. The NDS grant will contribute
towards the interpretation and conservation of the model.
The Unicorn Preservation Society, Dundee
‘Robert Seppings, the Industrial Revolution & HMS Unicorn’. 2022 is the
200th anniversary of the keel laying of Robert Seppings’s frigate HMS
Unicorn on No 4 slip at Chatham. From 1800, many factors affected
ship construction methods and yard operations, such as the increased
availability of consistent wrought iron and steam propulsion. Seppings
developed wrought iron diagonal straps to increase the torsional stiffness
of the hull and wrought iron knees, offering greater strength at less weight.
HMS Unicorn is now the only remaining ship which fully illustrates
Seppings’s approach. The grant will be used, with other funding, for an
exhibition linking the Industrial Revolution, Seppings’s ship design and
shipbuilding in Dundee and naval dockyards. It will utilize oral histories of
those who worked in the Dundee shipyards and link outreach to relevant
school curricula.
This was an exceptional event for the Society and it was very exciting
to see the range of projects thus funded, reflecting the scope of dockyard
cultural significance. The NDS is optimistic that these inputs will enable
wider interpretation of dockyard heritage, ‘as an oak cometh of a litel spyr’
(Geoffrey Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Book 2).
Ann Coats
Member, SNR and NDS Chair

2021 CNRS Jacques Cartier MA Prize
The Canadian Nautical Research Society, founded in 1981, has a mandate
to encourage research and to promote knowledge of maritime history
relating to Canada. In keeping with this mandate the Society has chosen
to award a prize annually named after Jacques Cartier, navigator of SaintMalo, master mariner and explorer of France, who voyaged into the Gulf
and River St Lawrence which he named, and in three voyages traced details
of a watery entry into the heart of a continent. From indigenous inhabitants
he learned of the Ottawa River, the Great Lakes, and the possibility of a
passage beyond that might lead to Cathay.
To encourage graduate studies at the master’s level at Canadian
universities and other institutes of higher learning, the Society intends to
award this prize each year at its annual meeting. Areas of research include,
but are not limited to, history, history of science and technology, political
studies and political economy, literature, archaeology, underwater
archaeology, anthropology, geography, sociology, ecology, and any other
branch of historical learning related to human uses of the seas, oceans,
rivers or lakes. Theses (including master’s research projects/MRPs, cognate
papers, or extended research papers) that demonstrate inter-disciplinary
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approaches beyond history and the arts are encouraged.
Candidates must be Canadian citizens or permanent residents attending a
Canadian university or institution of higher learning or a similar foreign
institution, writing on a Canadian maritime topic.
For full details go to http://globalmaritimehistory.com/announcement2021-cnrs-jacques-cartier-ma-prize/

Calls for Papers
Canadian Nautical Research Society/Société Canadienne
Pour la Recherche Nautique
Virtual Conference: Canada’s Pacific Gateway
10–11 June 2021
The Canadian Nautical Research Society/Société Canadienne Pour la
Recherche Nautique will hold its annual conference 10–11 June 2021.The
conference theme will be Canada’s Pacific Gateway, past present and future.
Proposals are invited for papers or presentations related to the general
theme of Canada’s wider Pacific Ocean dimensions or other maritime
contemporary and historical topics. This will be a virtual conference to
commemorate the 150th anniversary of British Columbia joining Canada,
25 July 1871. Earlier plans to hold a traditional conference in Victoria on
these dates have been cancelled. Presentations will be for a maximum of
twenty minutes, followed by time for discussion.
Proposals should be sent either by email no later than 15 March 2021 to
Michael Hadley, pilgrim33@telus.net or David Collins, birchinall@gmail.
com Please include your name, affiliation (if any) and title, and a brief
description of 250 words or less. Abstracts for accepted papers will be
published in the CNRS newsletter Argonauta prior to the conference. The
Annual General Meeting of the society will be held virtually on Saturday
12 June 2021

Naval Dockyards Society
25th Annual Conference:
Dockyards and Baltic Campaigns (1721–2021):
Comparisons and Transformations
27 March 2021, National Maritime Museum Greenwich
This one-day conference will examine the role of the naval dockyards
and bases that were closely associated with Baltic naval campaigns. 1721
was the year that the Great Northern War was finally concluded. The
key dockyards in this war were Copenhagen, Karlskrona, Chatham, St
Petersburg and Kronstadt. Britain’s concern was to maintain the balance
of power, sending large squadrons into the Baltic to ensure the continued
supply of naval stores: especially Russian hemp, Swedish iron and ‘East
Country’ timber.
Other conflicts, such as those in the Thirty Years’ War 1618–48, the
Second Baltic War 1655–60, the Russo-Swedish war 1788–90, the 1918–20
Russian civil war, two World Wars and the twentieth century Baltic states’
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wars of liberation are
also within the scope of
this conference.
If your proposal is
accepted, the NDS will
pay standard UK travel
expenses (not inter—
national flights), your
conference fee and
lunch, publish it in our
Transactions and give
you a complimentary
copy. Your talk will
be 20–40 minutes. The
Machine shop in Kronstadt Dockyard about 1906
published paper will be
(Photograph P. Brown)
6–10,000 words long,
required six months after the conference for editing.
Please send your title and 300-word synopsis (and any queries) by 31
December 2020 to Dr Paul Brown, paul.brown206@btinternet.com .
If Covid restrictions still apply this conference will be held virtually

Canadian Coastal Histories
Hosted by the Wilson Institute for Canadian History at McMaster
University in September 2021
Dialogues about Canadian coastal cultures, coastal places, and global
oceanic connections have taken on a new tenor in a time of climate crisis
that will dramatically and disproportionately reshape the future of such
conversations. Growing international interest in coasts from a range of
disciplines suggests a productive framework for rethinking histories from
the land and tidewaters currently known as Canada, the country with the
world’s longest coastline.
This workshop will explore histories from the saline shores of this vast
ocean-bound territory. Coasts are generative transitional spaces, sites
of encounter in a constant state of change. The coast is a place where
distinctive cultural and political formations emerge and an ideal setting for
historical storytelling with contemporary relevance.
Deadline for proposals January 30, 2021
For details go to https://wilson.humanities.mcmaster.ca/canadian-coastalhistories/
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Conferences
Discovery
The 42nd Annual Conference

Voyage of discovery: HMS ‘Terror’ wrecked in the Arctic
ice during George Back’s expedition of 1836

11–13 March 2021, Nineteenth Century Studies Association (NCSA)
The conference will explore our theme of ‘Discovery’ in the long nineteenth
century (1789–1914). Speakers will interrogate the trope of ‘discovery’ by
questioning the term’s ideological and colonial implications. Why was the
concept of ‘discovery’ so appealing in the nineteenth century, and what
does its popularity tell us about the people and social structures that were
so invested in it? Papers will also consider indigenous perspectives that
challenge ideas of western ‘discovery’ and settler colonialism, new voices
that theorize and critique nineteenth-century ‘discoveries’, intellectual
exchange between cultures, and other methods of unmasking narratives of
exploration and ‘discovery’.
Further details will be posted on the website in due course: https://
ncsaweb.net/current-conference-2021-cfp/

British Commission for Maritime History
New Researchers in Maritime History Conference
New date 12 and 13 March 2021 The Historic Dockyard Chatham
The conference, run by the British Commission for Maritime History
and sponsored by the Society for Nautical Research, supports emerging
scholars who wish to share their work in a supportive environment and
build relations with other maritime historians. The Conference gives new
researchers a unique opportunity to present their work in a constructive
and supportive environment and build relations with other maritime
historians. The conference is open to everyone with an interest in this
subject.
12 March Friday From 1400 there will be opportunities for delegates
to join guided tours of The Historic Dockyard Chatham.
At 1800, there will be a keynote lecture For Purpose: Merchant
Shipbuilders and the Naval Dockyards during the Napoleonic Wars by
Dr Helen Doe.
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This will be followed by a buffet and the opportunity to explore the
award-winning Command of the Oceans galleries. This gallery features
two internationally significant maritime archaeological discoveries – the
timbers of the Namur (1756), intriguingly laid to rest beneath the floor
of the old wheelwrights’ workshop, and an incredible treasure trove of
archaeological objects recovered from the sea bed, from the Invincible
(1758).
13 March Saturday The conference will include papers from new
researchers on a wide range of topics. The day will start at 900 and finish
around 1630. Lunch included.
Programme and accepted abstracts will be added closer to the date.
Cost: £30–£38.32
For any queries regarding your booking please email
  acurson@chdt.org.uk
How to get here
  https://thedockyard.co.uk/plan-your-visit/opening-timesdirections/
Volunteer Centre, 1st Floor Fitted Rigging House, The Historic Dockyard
Chatham, Chatham, me4 4te

Call for Manuscripts:
The Materiality of Sino-Foreign Maritime Cultural Exchange

To date, the earliest known evidence of Sino-Foreign Maritime Cultural
Exchange remains from the Han Dynasty (206 bce–220 ce) voyages of
Emperor Wu’s envoys to Southeast Asia in 111 bce. In the intervening
2,000 years, the sea routes which facilitated this contact, grew into an
economic architecture that extended beyond mercantile trade to social
interaction, cultural conveyance, diplomatic delegacy, technological
transfer, tribute trade, and a shift in geopolitical power that contributed to
the development of many of the world’s great civilizations.
The Centre for Maritime History and Culture Research (CMHCR)
at Dalian Maritime University in collaboration with the Department of
Archaeology at Helsinki University, invites manuscripts for consideration
in a unique edited volume which focuses on the ‘Materiality of the SinoForeign Maritime Cultural Exchange’ and its theoretical underpinnings.
The volume seeks to promote research that evidences, through the study
of archaeology, art, history, iconography and the interdisciplinary field
of material culture studies, the globalization of Sino-Foreign Maritime
Cultural Exchange and the networks which facilitated this. We are
particularly interested in new information regarding the manner in which
Sino-Foreign social relations were constituted, reproduced, or altered
through material forms.
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CMHCR welcomes manuscripts on the material aspects of
• shipwrecks;
• dry docks and shipyards;
• ports, harbours and landing places;
• maritime cultural landscapes;
• artworks, artefacts or isolated finds;
• technological transfer, hybridization and exchange; and the
• trade and exchange of goods, knowledge, information, legal systems,
languages, social practice, ritual and religion, from the earliest times
to the present day.
There are no temporal or spatial limitations. Papers that provide new
evidence are preferred, and only original researches will be accepted.
English is the official language of the volume. Submissions in English
and Chinese are welcome; the Chinese papers will be subject to translation.
Submitted articles will be reviewed on a double-blind basis by no fewer
than two reviewers drawn from DMU’s international academic community.
The final decision regarding acceptance, revision, or rejection will be based
on the reviews received, and at the sole discretion of the editorial team.
Abstracts of maximum 300 words, with 4–6 keywords, and author(s)
name, affiliation(s), corresponding email and a short biography of maximum
100 words, should be submitted to sarahward@dlmu.edu.cn no later than
30 November 2020, with ‘Sino-Foreign Call for Manuscripts’in the subject
line. Submissions from early and mid-career researchers are encouraged.
CMHCR will advise successful authors no later than 30 December
2020. Full written papers of approximately 7,000 to 10,000 words in length
are due no later than 30 March 2021. CMHCR will provide successful
authors with submission guidelines, details of the editorial team, and the
publishing program upon acceptance. Publication is expected to be 30
September 2021.
For further enquires contact
Sarah Ward, Centre for Maritime History and Culture Research, Dalian
Maritime University, 1 Linghai Road, Dalian 116026 CHINA
WeChat @SarahWardAU   email sarahward@dlmu.edu.cn

Trafalgar Chronicle
Theme: Georgian Navy Encounters with Indigenous Cultures
and Enslaved Populations
Publication date autumn 2021
For three decades, the Trafalgar Chronicle has been the flagship
scholarly publication of the 1805 Club, a non-profit organization with an
international membership. The mission of the 1805 Club is to preserve the
history, heritage, memorials, and monuments of the Royal Navy during
the Georgian Era (sometimes called Nelson’s Navy) from approximately
1775 to 1830. The Trafalgar Chronicle is an essential component of that
mission. It is published annually by Seaforth Publications, which maintains
a global readership.
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For the 2021 edition, the editors seek carefully-researched articles on
‘Georgian Navy Encounters with Indigenous Cultures and Enslaved
Populations’. We want research and analysis of how the Georgian Navy
interacted with, influenced, and was influenced by native populations
and enslaved people. Contributors are invited to address and analyse
encounters among and between individuals and groups and to consider
the long term effects of these encounters, positive and negative.
Additional Topics: We are also interested in general interest articles with
some unique perspective on the Georgian Navy. We invite biographical
articles, articles about major wars, battles at sea, and technological
advances in the Age of Sail. We also welcome reports on preservations
efforts regarding the artefacts, graves, memorials, and monuments of the
Nelson era.
Our Contributors: We welcome articles from members of The 1805
Club and anyone with an interest in the history of the Georgian Navy
and other navies of the period. Our articles have come from writers of
varied backgrounds: historians, journalists, university students, military
personnel, preservationists, and novelists. Please contact us with for
additional information.
For full details of the specification for articles go to
https://www.1805club.org/publication/trafalgar-chronicle
Contact: tc.editor@1805Club.org

Museums Online
Two Nations: Australia and Indonesia 1945–1949
An online exhibition by the Australian National Maritime Museum
On 17 August 1945 Indonesia declared its independence as a nation.
Learn more about Australia’s role during the Indonesian independence
struggle and the so-called ‘Black Armada’.
At https://www.sea.museum/whats-on/exhibitions/two-nations
Other online exhibitions include Sea of Rainbows; Waves of Migration;
Britain’s Child Migrants; and War Brides, at https://www.sea.museum/
discover/online-exhibitions

National Maritime Museum
A History of Greenwich in 50 Objects
Tuesdays, 3 November–1 December, 7 p.m.–8 p.m.
Inspired by objects in the Royal Museums Greenwich’s sites and
collections, you will investigate the history of Greenwich.
Explore the history of Greenwich with curators, conservators,
storytellers, storekeepers and mudlarks. Each week will focus on different
objects, both from the Museum’s Collection and art, statues and memorials
in public spaces, along with extraordinary finds from the Thames mud.
Visit the History of Greenwich website to view a selection or suggest an
‘object’ that says Greenwich.
Price: pay what you can
For more details see https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/
greenwich-50-objects
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Exhibitions
Scottish Maritime Museum
Window on the Clyde: Family photos of the river’s golden age
To Wednesday 2 December 2020
Window on the Clyde: the river’s golden age showcases pleasure cruisers
and their history through the photographs and story of one family.
Through the window of his Dunoon home amateur photographer Robert
Paterson captured a bygone era of the Clyde. Using his extraordinary
photography collection the Scottish Maritime Museum looks back at the
pleasure, innovation, and tragedy that took place on these waters. Join us
as we open a window onto the world of Clydebuilt ships.
This immersive photography exhibition tells the story of the Clyde
during the period of the late 1800s to the end of the Second World War.
Three generations of the Paterson family contributed to the Paterson
Photography Collection, a 60,000 strong collection of photographs, slides
and negatives. Along with photographs, objects tell the story of the River
Clyde through the life and times of Paterson family.

Ship and Shore Exploring the history and legacy
of Cook’s first voyage
To 21 December 2121
An outdoor exhibition at the Australian National Maritime Museum
Captain James Cook mapped the east coast of Australia aboard the
Endeavour in 1770. 2020 marks 250 years since that historic voyage.
This exhibition on display in the Wharf 7 forecourt, examines Cook’s
voyage and its legacy, incorporating perspectives both of those aboard the
Endeavour and the Indigenous inhabitants watching it from the shore.
It was a pivotal moment when two cultures – neither able to communicate
or comprehend the other’s world, collided with near fatal consequences
for the Indigenous custodians of the land, and their culture – a culture
which we now know stretches back at least 60,000 years.
The dual perspectives of this historic event have been missing from our
national identity which we now have the opportunity to address.
https://www.sea.museum/whats-on/exhibitions/ship-and-shore

National Museum of the Royal Navy
Diving Deep
It is highly appropriate that Portsmouth Historic Dockyard’s new Diving
Deep exhibition opens alongside HMS Victory and the Mary Rose
Museum.
Diving Deep showcases the intriguing story of HMS Invincible, from
her capture and inclusion in the Royal Navy fleet to her sinking, re
discovery and excavation. On display are never seen before artefacts from
the shipwreck that have been hidden on the sea bed for over 250 years.
The discovery and excavation of HMS Invincible is considered one
of the most important maritime archaeological projects of recent times
certainly since the raising of the Mary Rose in 1982.
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Launched by the French in 1744, HMS Invincible was one of the most
innovative ships of her time. Her design made her the perfect balance
between, speed, manoeuvrability and strength. The Royal Navy captured
her in 1747 and she quickly became a favourite of officers, captains and
admirals.
Sadly, the Royal Navy did not keep her for long. Eleven years after her
capture she ran aground on a sandbank in the Solent. She slowly sank over
four days in February 1758, where she lay undiscovered for 262 years.
Easy to follow extra measures have been taken to keep the more
interactive elements of the new exhibition open. We encourage you to
follow the guidance for everyone’s safety.

HMS ‘Victory’ Under Hull Walkway Experience
Once you have finished browsing the interactive exhibits of Diving Deep,
you can now experience the new HMS Victory Under Hull Walkway.
This experience allows you to walk down into the base of the dry dock
and view the 3,600 tonne ship from below. This is a first for HMS Victory
and a must-do experience on your visit.
Descending into the dock you have the imposing sight of HMS Victory’s
bow, or beakhead and her original elm keel held fast by copper fishplates
and bolts.
The dock also tells some of the story of HMS Victory’s remarkable
survival. The tell-tale buckling of the foremast support plate, signs of
hasty concrete repair and added sections of teak to the keel remind us of
the impact of a 250-kilogramme bomb from an air raid in 1941.
Take a walk under HMS Victory to unlock more history than ever before
on your next visit.

Seminars
Port Towns and Urban Cultures
These online seminars showcase some of the research of the distinguished
team at Port Towns and Urban Cultures.
Seminars posted so far include
Dr Mathias Seiter Police, Pubs, and Prostitution: Navigating the social
and spatial boundaries of naval sailortowns in Imperial Germany, c.
1871–1918
Dr Melanie Bassett ‘East’ meets ‘West’: British and Antipodean reactions
to Japanese naval visits in the early twentieth century
Dr Cathryn Pearce ‘Grim hell-hounds prowling around the shore . . .’
Myths and realities of Cornish wrecking
http://porttowns.port.ac.uk/source-information/research-seminars/

Lloyds Register Foundation Heritage and Education Centre
And to search the entire Ship Plan and Survey Report collection and the
Centre’s Library catalogue, go to https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/archivelibrary/ships
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Lectures and Podcasts
Centre for Maritime Historical Studies
Research Seminar Programme: Autumn Term 2020

John Ward ‘The Citadel and Entrance to the Old Harbour,
1835’ (Hull Museum Collections)

All research seminars for the autumn term will be held on Zoom. Please get
in touch with Dr Elin Jones e.f.jones@exeter.ac.uk if you would like to be
added to the email invitation for any or all of the lectures.
11 November 2020, 17:00
‘International Law’ As Imperial Invasion: Anglo-Spanish Anti-SlaveTrade Courts, Sovereignty, and the Balance of Power 1817–1862’
Dr Anna Brinkman (King’s College London) (co-hosted with Exeter
Centre for Latin American Studies)
3 December 2020, 17:00
‘Sailing Into History: Researching the Life and World of Joseph Conrad’
Professor Maya Jasanoff (Harvard University)
The CMHS is grateful to the Society for Nautical Research and the
College of Humanities for sponsoring the seminar series.

King’s Maritime History
Seminars, 2020–21
The King’s Maritime History Seminars will be re-starting with three, fullyonline events in the autumn term, 2020. We look forward to welcoming
you from the safety of wherever you are to the usual experience of
rewarding papers and open discussion on maritime and naval history.
As circumstances change, we will be monitoring the situation, and a full
programme of events for the Spring term 2021 will be distributed in due
course.
5 November 2020
The Queen’s Maritime Palace: the Monarchy and Naval Diplomacy at
Osborne House, c. 1845–1890
Dr Lee Butcher, English Heritage & King’s College London
3 December 2020
The Frantic Atlantic: Ocean Liners in the Interwar Literary Imagination
Professor Faye Hammill, University of Glasgow
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As always, attendance is free and open to all. To take part, you must register
on Eventbrite by visiting the KCL School of Security Studies Events page,
here: https://www.kcl.ac.uk/security-studies/events . Shortly before the
event, you will receive instructions, by email, about how to join by Zoom.
Papers will begin, as usual, at 17:15 GMT.
The King’s Maritime History Seminar is hosted by the ‘Laughton Naval
History Unit’ and the ‘Sir Michael Howard Centre for the History of War’
in the Department of War Studies, King’s College London. It is organised
by the British Commission for Maritime History (www.maritimehistory.
org.uk) in association with the Society for Nautical Research (https://snr.
org.uk/). For further information contact Dr Alan James, War Studies,
KCL, wc2r 2ls (alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk).

The North American Society for Oceanic History
NASOH has a number of videos and podcasts on American oceanic
history including:
• Britain, Spain, the United States, and the Cuban Slave Trade During
the American Civil War
• Between Europe and South East Asia: Dutch Treaty Making Politics
in Cochin (1662-1718)
• Maritime Landscape of WWII’s Battle of the Atlantic off North
Carolina
See https://nasoh.org and click on Home

Australian Naval History Podcasts
A product of the Naval Studies Group in the School of Humanities
and Social Sciences at UNSW Canberra (the Australian Defence Force
Academy), these podcasts have now entered their fifth season. They cover
a wide range of topics relating not only to the history of the RAN but
that of the other navies with which it has worked and against which it
has fought. Panelists on the podcasts have included distinguished naval
historians from all over the world, as well as veterans of all ranks and
young academics. From battle at sea to naval shipbuilding and women’s
services, the range of subjects is wide and getting wider all the time.
The podcasts can be directly accessed on Soundcloud at: https://
soundcloud.com/australian-naval-history
More details of the Naval Studies Group and its work can be found
at:
https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/school-of-humanities-and-socialsciences/naval-studies-group

Lloyds Register Foundation Heritage and Education Centre
(HEC)
The Washed Ashore Podcast, launched in May 2020, offers the HEC team’s
insight into maritime topics and news. This podcast series is available on
Podbean and our YouTube channel.
Details at https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/washed-ashorepodcast
And browse the HEC website for a number of webinars, online
exhibitions and blogs at https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/
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Discover 2020
2020 marks the 200th anniversary of the launch of HMS Beagle in 1820:
one of the most famous ships in history. She circumnavigated the globe
and through her voyages; her famous passenger Charles Darwin; and her
captain Robert Fitzroy, her name is synonymous with discovery in the
fields of science, meteorology and even space exploration.
HMS Beagle was finally decommissioned by the Royal Navy in 1845
when she was transferred to the Coastguard and repurposed as a watch
vessel stationed at Paglesham in Rochford District, where her remains are
now believed to be buried in the estuary mud.
However, on this site https://discover2020.co.uk you will find a GCI tour
of HMS Beagle as she would have been known to Captain Fitzroy and
Darwin.

Nautical Archaeology Society
Although the weekly CovED talks series finished in August, the whole series
is available on the NAS website at https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.
org/coved-talks-weekly-webcast

New Books by Members
Alison Baxter A Cornish Cargo: The untold history
of a Victorian seafaring family Independently
Published £8.99
The past is made up of the stories of ordinary
people, most of them long forgotten. Like the
television series Who Do You Think You Are? and
A House Through Time, this book is part social
history, part detective story. It is the true account of
how the fortunes of one family changed as a result
of the Industrial Revolution, when the world was
transformed by the power of steam. The Dupens
were said to be ‘a family of merchant venturers, mariners and engineers of
Huguenot origin with a propensity to wander far over the earth’. Part 1 is
set in Cornwall and tells the story of how, in 1835, an enterprising sailor
named Sharrock Dupen moved to Hayle to become the steward on the
new paddle steamer service that connected Cornwall to Bristol and the
rest of England. Twenty years later his sons followed him to sea. Part 2
follows them as they set out to seek their fortunes across the world. George
sailed as mate on a clipper carrying emigrants to Australia but jumped ship
in Madras to become a successful coffee planter in the hills of southern
India. John was apprenticed as an engineer and joined the navy, serving on
Queen Victoria’s guard ship before going to war with his gunboat in the
Malay state of Perak. In 1873 their youngest brother, Ernest, joined the
merchant service as a ship’s engineer, keeping a logbook that charted his
voyages carrying tea from China, gold miners to Australia, and pilgrims
to Mecca. Their sisters also took advantage of the new steamships and
railways, leaving home to pursue successful teaching careers that challenge
the traditional view of the downtrodden governess. The family history
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of the Dupens takes us on a voyage of discovery that will resonate with
anyone who has inherited their own cargo of keepsakes and myths.
Brent Piniuta (author), John Broomhead
(author), Derek Nudd (editor), John M. Bingeman
(contributor) Arthur Mack: Old Man of the Sea
Independently published, pbk £6.99
Lifelong Portsmouth resident Arthur Mack was
born into a world of poverty and hardship at the
time of the Great Depression. By the age of seven he
was scavenging the mud of Portsmouth Harbour to
help support his family. Having survived the Second
World War Blitz he became a career fisherman,
relying on his luck, strength and wits to earn a living
from the Solent.
His affinity with the sea, uncanny luck and curiosity netted Arthur
finds of antiquities and artefacts from thousands of years of human
activity in coastal Hampshire. His archaeological discoveries can be found
in museums throughout southern England, and his contributions to
maritime historical knowledge are documented worldwide.
He will chiefly be remembered for the discovery and exploration of
the wreck of the first HMS Invincible, a pivotal influence on eighteenthcentury warship design and technological bridge between the Mary Rose
and the Victory.
This is Arthur’s story, from illiterate mudlark to respected amateur
archaeologist, A uniquely written anecdotal biography that is richly
illustrated with numerous pictures of Arthur from throughout his lifetime,
and photos of his many incredible archaeological finds as documented at
the time of discovery and subsequently on display in museums.
Rip Bulkeley The Historiography of the First Russian
Antarctic Expedition, 1819–21 Palgrave Kindle £62
This book looks at the different ways in which Russian
historians and authors have thought about their country’s
first Antarctic expedition (1819-21) over the past 200
years. It considers the effects their discussions have had on
Russia’s Antarctic policy and may yet have on Antarctica
itself. In particular, it examines the Soviet decision in 1949,
in line with the cultural policies of late Stalinism, to revise
the traditional view of the expedition in order to claim
that it was Russian seamen that first sighted the Antarctic
mainland in January 1820; this claim remains the official position in
Russia today. The author illustrates, however, that the case for such a
claim has never been established, and that attempts to make it damaged
the work of successive Russian historians. Providing a timely assessment
of Russian historiography of the Bellingshausen expedition and examining
the connections between the priority claim and national policy goals, this
book represents an important contribution to the history of the Antarctic.
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Philip Weir Dunkirk and the Little Ships Shire Publications
£8.79
During 1940 the German army swept with devastating
speed across the Low Countries and into northern France
and drove Allied forces back into a small pocket around
Dunkirk. Without a swift withdrawal across the English
Channel, the latter faced certain death or capture. The
evacuation plan, Operation Dynamo, initially calculated that
45,000 men might be rescued, but between 26 May and 4 June
338,226 men were in fact brought back to England. Naval
historian Philip Weir shows how this was made possible by a vast armada
of disparate vessels including destroyers, minesweepers, fishing vessels
and, most famously of all, the privately owned ‘Little Ship’. He explores
the vessels› various roles within the evacuation, and their subsequent fates,
including preservation and participation in commemorative return runs to
the port, which now take place every five years.
Andrew Boyd British Naval Intelligence through the
Twentieth Century Seaforth Publishing £24.99
This major work is the first comprehensive account of how
intelligence influenced and sustained British naval power
from the late nineteenth century, when the Admiralty first
created a dedicated intelligence department, through to the
end of the Cold War. It brings a critical new dimension to
understanding British naval history in this period setting
naval intelligence in a wide context and emphasising the
many parts of the British state that contributed to naval
requirements. It is also a fascinating study of how naval
needs and personalities shaped the British intelligence community that
exists today as well as the concepts and values that underpin it. Andrew
Boyd explains why and how intelligence was collected and assesses
its real impact on both wartime operations and peacetime policy. He
confirms that naval intelligence made a vital contribution to Britain s
survival and ultimate victory in the two World Wars, but he reappraises
its role, highlighting the importance of communications intelligence to
an effective blockade in the First, and according Enigma-generated Ultra
less dominance compared to other sources in the Second. He reveals
that coverage of Germany before 1914 and of the three Axis powers
in the interwar period was more effective than previously suggested.
And though Britain s power declined rapidly after 1945, he shows how
intelligence helped the Royal Navy to remain a significant global force
for the rest of the twentieth century, and in submarine warfare during the
second half of the Cold War, to achieve influence and impact for Britain
far exceeding the resources expended. This compelling new history will
have wide appeal to all readers interested in intelligence and its impact
on naval policy and operations. It will transform their understanding of
how Britain ensured its national security across the twentieth century.
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Ian Friel Britain and the Ocean Road: Shipwrecks and
people, 1297–1825 Pen and Sword History £25
Britain and the Ocean Road uses new firsthand research
and unconventional interpretations to take a fresh look
at British maritime history in the age of sail. The human
stories of eight shipwrecks serve as waypoints on the
voyage, as the book explores how and why Britain became
a global sea power. Each chapter has people at its heart sailors, seafaring families, passengers, merchants, pirates,
explorers, and many others. The narrative encompasses an
extraordinary range of people, ships and events, such as a
bloody maritime civil war in the thirteenth century, a seventeenth-century
American teenager who stepped from one ship to another – and into a life
of piracy, a British warship that fought at Trafalgar (on the French side),
and the floating hell of a Liverpool slave-ship, sunk in the year before the
slave trade was abolished. The book is full of surprising details and scenes,
including England’s rudest and crudest streetname, what it was like to be a
passenger in a medieval ship (take a guess), how a fragment of the English
theatre reached the Far East during Shakespeare’s lifetime, who forgave
who after a deadly pirate duel, why there were fancy dress parties in the
Arctic, and where you could get the best herring. Britain and the Ocean
Road is the first of two works aimed at introducing a general audience to
the gripping (and at times horrifying) story of Britain, its people and the
sea. The books will also interest historians and archaeologists, as they are
based on original scholarship. The second book, Black Oil on the Waters,
will take the story from the age of steam to the twenty-first century.
Cathy Shelbourne Maritime Heroes www.
seashellcommunications.co.uk £10 plus p&p
As I travel around the world, as an enrichment
speaker on cruise ships, audiences have asked
me many things! These cards and booklet is my
response to some of those questions. I hope the
information here will encourage you to investigate
further.
The maritime heroes and ships featured on the
playing cards are my own personal choice, selected
from the age of sail – very roughly, from the fifteenth
to nineteenth centuries. Some of the heroes were born in Norfolk, like
me. Others were famous in their day but have disappeared off our radars,
and deserve more recognition – Dampier, for example. Several of the ships
have taken on a new lease of life, in the form of replicas, undertaking their
own historic journeys (step forward The Golden Hind, The Mayflower)
or as much-loved museum ships (Victory, Cutty Sark).
They are all monumental in their own way. Some stand for eternity,
like that capital fellow, Horatio Nelson, atop columns in London, Great
Yarmouth, Barbados . . . Or their names and reputations live on in places
they charted – think Vancouver, Flinders.
Times change, and so too does our perception of what makes a hero. Is a
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swashbuckling treasure-hunter, filling a monarch’s coffers, a pirate by any
other name? The colonists, staking a claim for their country, now regarded
as robbers of other nations’ rights and livelihoods? And sadly, although
there were undoubtedly maritime heroines, they have not received any
recognition at all.
As you play the cards and read the booklet, allow yourself to slip back
into the lives of those voyagers, whose adventures shaped our world today.
The cards are an excellent to introduce friends, grandchildren and others
to our wonderful subject. https://youtu.be/rJPKl8oIq_I
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